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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation

may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.
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* NOTICES *
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Ep i tome

(57) [Abstract]

[Technical problem] It is in enabling it to contain used sanitary

i terns certa in ly

.

[Means for Solution] By opaque product made from a synthetic-resin

sheet, the bag section 2 which can contain used sanitary items is

formed by making a part into the open section 2, and a part of open

section 2 of the bag section 1 is extended. It is the configuration

which formed the clinch section 4 and blocked the opening 8 which

formed the bag package 7 which is the bag 1 in which the paste section

5 which can be stuck on bag section 2 external surface at that inside

was formed, inserts in a majority of this bag 1 in piles, and can

contain them in a part of peripheral edge section, and which can pull

roirTOTrl^ by the rwiwal p i ece 1 0 -tfTrenffi
-
a pe^faratTavr-

^Translation done.]

[Translation done.]

* NOTICES *
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Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation

may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] A bag which forms the bag section (3) which can contain used

sanitary items by making a part into the open section (2) by opaque

product made from a synthetic-resin sheet, and changes.

[Claim 2] A bag according to claim 1 in which the paste section (5)

which extends a part of open section (2) of the bag section (3),

prepares the clinch section (4), and can be stuck on bag section (3)

external surface at an inside of this clinch section (4) was formed.

[Claim 3] A bag package which blocks opening (8) which was prepared in

a part of peripheral edge section, and which can pull out one bag (1)

at a time by removal piece (10) through a perforation (9), and changes

with a bag body which inserts in a majority of bags (1) according to

claim 1 or 2 in piles, and can contain them.

[Translation done.]

* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This dociment has been translated by computer. So the translation

may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] This invention

relates to the bag which can contain used sanitary items.

[0002]
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[Description of the Prior Art] Especially used sanitary items are

perplexed with a rearrangement at a travel place or a going-out place,

and are the sources of a trouble always for a woman. Although

generally thrown away into the toilet pot with which the corner of the

toilet interior of a room is equipped, there are very many women who

hesitate to throw away even into this toilet pot.

[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] Then, although there are

some women who are always bringing the plastic bag for containing used

sanitary items, the sanitary items contained when there was fear of a

liquid spill and it threw away into a garbage can etc. can be seen

through, and this very thing is also set as the object of a feeling of

dis I ike

.

[0004] This inventions are the bag invented in order to cancel the

conventional dissatisfaction point mentioned above and to meet the

demand, and its package, and aim at enabling it to contain used

sanitary items certain ly

.

[0005]

[Means for Solving the Problem] A bag of this invention which solves

the conventional technical problem mentioned above is an opaque

product made from a synthetic-resin sheet, and is the configuration in

which the bag section which can contain used sanitary items by making

a part into the open section was formed.

[0006] In this case, a part of open section of the bag section is

extended, the clinch section is prepared, and it is good for an inside

of this clinch section to form the paste section which can be stuck on

a bag outside side.

[0007] Moreover, a bag package is the bag body which inserts in a

majority of bags of a configuration of having mentioned above in piles,

and can contain thern and is the configuration which was prepared in a

part of peripheral edge section and which blocked opening which can

pull out one bag at a time by removal piece through a perforation.

[0008]

[Function] With the configuration mentioned above, used sanitary items

can be contained in the bag section from the open section, since it is

an opaque product made from a synthetic-resin sheet, it is not seen

through and there is also no trouble, such as a liquid spill.

[0009] Since a part of open section of the bag section extends and it

is the clinch section, after containing used sanitary items in the bag

section from the open section, the clinch section can be turned up,

and it can stick on the external surface of the bag section on the

external surface of the bag section in superposition and the paste
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section, and can seal mostly.

[0010] Moreover, if the bag body which inserts in a majority of bags

of a configuration of having mentioned above in piles, and can contain

them is used as a bag package, it contains in the bag etc. and can

pull out one bag at a time from opening if needed.

[0011] Since opening of a bag package is blocked by the removal piece

through the perforation, in the case of the beginning of using, it can

fracture a perforation, and can remove and carry out the opening of

the removal piece.

[0012]

[Embodiment of the Invention] A bag 1 carries out heat seal welding of

the both sides while turning up and piling up a broad band-like

synthetic-resin sheet, by making a part into the open section 2, forms

the bag section 3 and makes this bag section 3 the storage space of

used sanitary items.

[0013] A part of open section 2 of the bag section 3 has the

composition of having formed the clinch section 4, with the gestalt

which extends a synthetic-resin sheet, and it forms the paste section

5 which can be stuck on bag section 3 external surface at the inside

of this clinch section 4.

[0014] Therefore, if used sanitary items are contained in the bag

section 3, the clinch section 4 will be turned up and it will seal

mostly by sticking the paste section 5 on bag section 3 external

surface.

[0015] Probably, the paste section 5 will be good to make the

releasing paper 6 adhere so that it may not adhere to other portions

before use.

[0016] Although it has waterproofness of course, it is necessary to

make opaque the synthetic-resin sheet which constitutes a bag 1 so

that the used sanitary items contained in the bag section 3 cannot see

through from the outside.

[0017] If it is desirable to carry out colored printing outside in the

phase of a synthetic-resin sheet and it attaches a peduncle pattern

etc. as a concrete means for making it opaque depending on the case,

it will be so much fond as female personal effects.

[0018] If used sanitary items are contained and sealed to the bag 1 of

such a configuration, since there will be no fluoroscopy of a liquid

spill and the interior, it can adhere to the usual garbage can and can

throw away that there is nothing.

[0019] Since especially the bag 1 mentioned above in the place is used

for a rearrangement at a travel place or a going-out place, it always

needs to carry the number of sheets of a certain degree.
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[0020] Then, it is good to use the bag package 7 concerning this

invention. The bag package 7 is the same product made from a

synthetic-resin sheet as a bag 1, is the bag body with which the sane

peduncle pattern etc. was given, and has composition which inserts in

a majority of bags 1 in piles, and can contain them.

[0021] A bag 1 is contained as ********** j n piles in a large nimber,

form opening 8 in a part of peripheral edge section of the bag package

7 corresponding to this heavy chip box portion, and it enables it to

pull out one bag 1 at a time, and if this opening 8 is before the

beginning of using, it is blocked by the removal piece 10 through the

perforation 9.

[0022] Therefore, at the time of the beginning of using, this

perforation 9 is fractured, the removal piece 10 is removed, and

opening 8 is formed.

[0023]

[Effect of the Invention] As explained above, since the bag of this

invention can throw away used sanitary items easily, without being

afraid of others' eyes and does not have worries about a liquid spill

or fluoroscopy, it is easy to clear it away.

[0024] and the thing for which this bag is contained in a bag package

— many — since pocket maintenance of several sheets can be carried

out, the operation effect which was excel lent in many — a travel

place and a going-out place can also be used — is done so.

[Translation done.]

* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation

may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] It is the perspective diagram of the bag of this invention.

[Drawing 2] It is the cross-section perspective diagram of the bag
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package of this invention.

[Description of Notations]

1; — a bag, 2; disconnection section, 3; bag section, 4; clinch

section, 5; paste section, and 6; — a releasing paper, 7; bag package,

8; opening, 9; perforation, and 10; removal piece.

[Translation done.]

* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This docunent has been translated by computer. So the translation

may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.
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DRAWINGS

[Drawing I]

3

[Drawing 2]

109 i

[Translation done.]


